Abstract. Connectivity has important role in the area of applications of fuzzy graphs such as fuzzy neural networks and clustering. In this paper criterion for connectivity of a bipolar fuzzy graph and its complement is analyzed. The structure of the complement of a bipolar fuzzy cycle is also discussed.
Introduction
In 1965, Zadeh [1] initiated the concept of bipolar fuzzy sets as a generalization of fuzzy sets. Bipolar fuzzy sets are an extension of fuzzy sets whose membership degree range is [-1,1] . In a bipolar fuzzy set, the membership degree 0 of an element means that the element is irrelevant to the corresponding property, the membership degree (0,1] of an element indicates that the element somewhat satisfies the property, and the membership degree [-1,0) of an element indicates that the element somewhat satisfies the implicit counter-property. Although bipolar fuzzy sets and intuitionistic fuzzy sets look similar to each other, they are essentially different sets. In many domains, it is important to be able to deal with bipolar fuzzy information. It is noted that positive information represents what is granted to be possible, while negative information represents what is considered to be impossible. This domain has recently motivated new research in several directions. Akram [2] introduced the concept of bipolar fuzzy graphs and defined different operations on it. Narayanamoorthy and Tamilselvi [3] introduced the concept of bipolar fuzzy line graph of a bipolar fuzzy hypergraph. Mathew, Sunitha and Anjali [4] introduced the concept of complement bipolar fuzzy graphs in 2014 and discussed about some connectivity concepts in bipolar fuzzy graphs. Connectivity has important role in the area of applications of fuzzy graphs such as fuzzy neural networks and clustering. In this paper criterion for connectivity of a bipolar fuzzy graph and its complement is analyzed. The structure of the complement of a bipolar fuzzy cycle is also discussed.
Preliminaries
In this section, some basic definitions and preliminary ideas are given which is useful for proving theorems. In all the examples of this paper we assume that the membership value of each node is [-1,1] unless otherwise specified.
Connectivity in
In this section, we propose a criterion by which a bipolar fuzzy graph and its complement will be connected simultaneously. we will get a spanning bipolar fuzzy subgraph of that contain no m-strong arcs. If more than one m-strong arc is present in H, then the above procedure can be repeated for all other m-strong arcs of H to get the required spanning bipolar fuzzy subgraph of G. Proof: Using previous theorem we will get a connected spanning bipolar fuzzy subgraph of G which contain no m-strong arcs. The maximum spanning bipolar fuzzy tree of this subgraph will be a spanning bipolar fuzzy tree of of G that contain no m-strong arcs.
Complement of bipolar fuzzy cycles
Next we examine the case of the complement of bipolar fuzzy cycles. By choosing the membership values of arcs and nodes suitably we can construct the complement of bipolar fuzzy cycles on 3, 4, 5 vertices as bipolar fuzzy cycles. Since ݊ ≥ 6 the total number of edges in ‫ܩ‬ will be greater than n. Thus ‫ܩ‬ will not be a cycle.
Corollary 4.5. Let G be a bipolar fuzzy cycle with 6 or more nodes. Then ‫ܩ‬ will not be a bipolar fuzzy cycle.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have found some criterion for connectivity of a bipolar fuzzy graph and its complement and also studied some structure of the complement of a bipolar fuzzy cycle. The results discussed may be useful for further research in domination properties of bipolar fuzzy graphs.
